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Whenever a material object is selected to represent a physically absent, but emotionally 
present referent, such as a religious figure or a deceased relative, we have a complex 
representation situation that involves what we could tentatively label the semiotics of 
“transgressive cognitive acts”. A transgressive cognitive act is here meant to involve a contact 
of some sort that is experienced as certain, but from a rationalist or scientific perspective 
cannot be recognised by way of evidence. Sometimes, the complexity of this type of 
representation is such that other argumentation, like an aesthetic one, comes to stand as 
vicarious to opinions about the matter.

In acts of memorialisation, the objects that ”help” people get into contact with (their memory 
of) the deceased – like gravestones, personal collections of the deceased’s paraphernalia, 
home memorials, memorial objects placed at sites of sudden death, etc. – may be strictly 
symbolically constructed, but can also have a significance as bearers of resembling or 
proxemic qualities, such as when photos or personal belongings bring the deceased to appear 
as more present to the bereaved. Spontaneous memorialisation that appear in public space 
often become charged with affect, or lead to conflict, in the sense that the deceased in every 
culture is attributed a “proper” physical location, governed by secular norms as well as 
religious rules. This is why for instance the fatal motor vehicle accident of a well-known 
Swedish minister of the Swedish Church in 2005, gave rise to a dismissed memorial proposal 
at the very site of the fatality, a dismissal based on regulations related to the expression and 
location of memorials in the planning and design of urban space. At ”wrong” spots in urban 
environment memorial places can thus be regarded as objectionable.

Another case of objection to a materialisation belonging to an absence – but believed and felt 
presence – of the referent, is the case of religious symbols and images. This is exemplified in 
the book “Elizabeth Costello: Eight Lessons” by John Maxwell Coetzee, where the dispute is 
about the style and motif of materialised objects of religious belief. As part of the stimulation 
of Christianity in the African hospital Marianhill, for children dying with AIDS, a carpenter, 
Joseph, produces crucifixes representing the tortured Christ according to what he believes the 
patients recognise as straight forward religious symbolic pictorial language, ultimately “for 
Our Saviour”. His articulation of the holy figure, as copies of gothic originals, is critically 
noted by Elizabeth, sister to Blanche who has made the hospital her life’s work, as religious 
art, obsolete, belonging to an era of primitive forms of belief.



These two examples show how distributed (or materialised) representations of absent, but still 
present referents may give rise to aesthetic arguments as the last, and vicarious chance to state 
a principle order. This type of displaced, or vicarious, argumentation can be actualised also in 
the current debatet about post-secular societies, where it is for instance stated (Habermas) that 
both religious and secular mentalities must be open to a complementary learning process if we 
are to balance shared citizenship and cultural difference in the post-secular society. It is an 
objective of this paper to show that a recognition of a semiotics that discuss the paradoxical 
presence of absent referents, including argumentation turning to aesthetic issues, can 
contribute to the discussion about the confronting as well as conjoining elements of regulation 
of these issues in society.


